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“Four Schools, One Savannah” for training artistic elites
As the Savannah College of Art and Design (SCAD) lands in Hong Kong, the
university will introduce the city’s first game design and photography courses and
has brought in a Hollywood giant for course planning. According to John Paul
Rowan, Vice President of SCAD Hong Kong, the school will emulate everything from
the American school, including adopting the ‘Four Schools One Savannah’ ethos.
As Rowan (pictured here) pointed out, Savannah is one of a kind in the education
industry: “We grant American degrees, and are the only tertiary institute in Hong
Kong focused on no other fields apart from art and design, concentrating our
resources to train talents in these fields.” Take interactive design and game
development as an example. “We teach game design as a macro course. Students
have to take at least 10 to 14 related subjects to grasp it at great depths.” He added

that a science background is not necessary for admission. “Students will learn how
to create game characters and design game levels, game backgrounds and stories,
amongst other things. They will find themselves knowledgeable of the latest
innovative concepts and technical skills, such as interactive Wii video games, and
they will learn sharp analytical skills. ”
Training Creative Elites
According to Rowan, SCAD is the world’s only university working with EA Games for
new product development. “Every year we take the initiative to exchange ideas with
various game companies. We know the industry needs outstanding talents to design
stories, game levels and vivid characters‐‐we therefore focus our teaching on these
areas.” Besides this, SCAD will be the first institute in Hong Kong to offer
photography degrees and masters’ courses. Tom Fischer, SCAD’s Chief Academic
Officer, said that the enrolled students will explore traditional film and digital
photography techniques, as well as the use of high‐definition video equipment to
prepare themselves for a professional career in business, artistic and documentary
photography. But he stressed that students will also obtain knowledge far beyond
the spectrum of photography.
It’s been a tradition that Savannah students can study at SCAD locations in other
cities, and the Hong Kong location will no doubt be one of the top choices. “There are
so far roughly a thousand American students who have expressed interest in
studying at SCAD Hong Kong, and students in Hong Kong can also apply for studying
at our other locations, or even opt to graduate at one.” Tom estimated that the Hong
Kong school will have 50% of local students and 25% American students, along with
other international students, although students from mainland China are not
enrolled for this fall.

